
Instructions for 'Boho Silver & Turquoise Gemstone Memory Wire Bracelet'
Kit
Project KB-SP-061K   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

1 - silver spacer beads 1 - silver jump rings

1 - noodle beads 1 - silver plated memory wire

1 - light wood beads 1 - turquoise gemstone chip beads

1 - silver jasmine charm

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to make a simple wire loop, How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-boho-gemstone-memory-wire-bracelet-kits-by-
beadaholique.html

Because these are gemstones, they will vary in size and shape which adds to the wonderful organic feel of the design.
There are stepped out instructions below, but as you are designing, look at your bracelet and if you feel like adding
some more gemstones, some more wood, etc. please definitely feel free to do so. You are the maker and the bracelet
can be anything you want it to be! Please also note that you will need a piece of tape for this kit.

Begin by placing a piece of tape over one end of the memory wire, covering around 1/4 inch. You are using the tape as a "bead
stopper" so that if you want to, you can always go back and change the first series of beads that you string on. The wire end on the
other side of your memory wire coil is where you will string on your beads. As you string your beads, use your fingers to push the
beads down to the base, resting up against the tape.

1. 

There are 3 different "segments" of beads that make up this bracelet: a "row" of approximately 2 inches of gemstone chips, a single
noodle bead, and a segment that consists of wood and little gold metal beads in the following sequence: wood bead, metal bead,
wood bead, metal bead, wood bead, metal bead, wood bead, metal bead, wood bead. To make this design we are going to string
on these beads and segments in the following order:

2. 

Start with a wood bead, metal bead, wood bead, metal bead, wood bead, then add a noodle bead, followed by a wood/metal
segment, noodle bead, a single wood bead, noodle bead, wood/metal segment, gemstone chip segment, wood/metal segment,
gemstone chip segment, noodle bead, wood/metal segment, gemstone chip segment, wood/metal segment, gemstone chip
segment, noodle bead, wood/metal segment, gemstone chip segment, noodle bead, gemstone chip segment, noodle bead,
wood/metal segment, noodle bead, a single wood, wood/metal segment.

3. 

As you get towards the end of your stringing, you might have extra room or not enough room to complete all the segments above.
This, again, is because gemstone beads vary in size and shape. Go ahead and add whatever looks right to you in order to fill the
memory wire coils. You want a tail end of 1/4 inch left without beads.

4. 

Grab the end of the memory wire with your round nose pliers and rotate the pliers while still holding the end to create a simple wire
loop*. This loop will now serve as both a decorative element and your bead stopper.

5. 

Go back to the beginning of your memory wire, remove the tape that was placed there, and make another loop.6. 

Open a jump ring* and place your charm onto it. Now link the jump ring to one of your simple wire loops. Close the jump ring.7. 



All done!8. 

Your memory wire comes pre-cut for you. You will not need to cut it, and please do not attempt to cut it with regular
cutters. You will also need some tape for this design.

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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